The effect of local institutions on the distribution of development aid is of primary importance, as the effect of institutions may affect if assistance reaches vulnerable populations. This study examines whether the creation of democratically elected local institutions improves the effectiveness of aid delivery to vulnerable populations in Afghanistan, in comparison to providing food aid to local leaders in Afghan village.

This study attempts to examine the quality of the targeting - i.e. whether vulnerable members were among recipients, and the extent of corruption under each system.

Key findings:
- Both traditional elite structures and elected institutions prove similarly highly effective in targeting aid to the needy and vulnerable.
- Existence of multiple institutional structures with no clear hierarchy can lead to competition and underperformance rather than to additional checks and balances that enhance efficiency.
- There is some evidence that democratically elected institutions can lower the likelihood of elite embezzlement when they are put in charge of aid distribution.

The introduction of elected institutions should explicitly take primacy so as to not conflict with pre-existing institutions. However, this may be difficult to implement due to entrenched interests. Furthermore, stemming embezzlement can be harder than improving targeting for similar reasons.

The results of this study are based on preliminary data, and thus, caution should be exercised. However, the findings may be useful in contexts with institutional multiplicity of traditional and new governance institutions, but further research is needed.
Policy Motivation

The purpose of this study is to examine, through a randomized field experiment in Afghanistan, whether the creation of democratically elected local institutions improves the effectiveness of aid delivery to vulnerable populations. Specifically, we provide food aid in the form of wheat to local leaders in Afghan villages and then compare the outcomes of the wheat distribution between villages with customary governance structures and villages with newly created democratically elected village councils. The distribution of foreign food aid assistance is a common public service performed by local leaders in rural Afghanistan. Such distributions present leaders with the option to distribute aid fairly to vulnerable villagers or embezzle aid for personal or familial benefit. The main outcomes of interest are therefore:

1. The quality of the targeting—whether aid recipients were among the vulnerable members of the community
2. The extent of corruption—whether village leaders retained aid for themselves or for their relatives.

To get at the mechanisms behind the effect of local institutions, we vary whether the aid is handed out for distribution to people who are considered village leaders by the villagers themselves or whether we encourage involvement of elected officials or women in the process.

Policy Impact

The intent of this study is to provide evidence-based recommendations on how to improve the distribution of development aid so as to ensure assistance reaches vulnerable populations. Specifically, the study provides rigorous evidence to inform whether newly created local democratic institutions or customary institutions more effectively target assistance to vulnerable populations and whether they have an effect on embezzlement and misuse of aid resources. It also speaks to the extent to which female participation affects the quality of targeting and the degree of corruption over development aid resources.

Audience

The audience for this work would involve among others donors, governments and implementing agencies—be they international organizations or NGOs—that provide aid in the developing world and in particular in areas faced with conflict.
Policy Implications

Both traditional elite structures and elected institutions prove similarly highly effective in targeting aid to the needy and vulnerable

Assessing targeting on both observable characteristics of need, such as household consumption and assets, and on subjective ones, such as perception of vulnerability, we find that aid is delivered to needy households in both villages with elected institutions as well as in villages with only traditional elites. The fact that we do not observe any difference in targeting behavior between villages with different local institutions (elected versus traditional), appears to be partly driven by the fact that the overall quality of targeting appears quite high in all the villages. These results suggest that there is not necessarily that much room for improvement in the targeting of aid but rather the focus should be in containing the skimming i.e. in minimizing the amount of aid that never reaches its intended recipients.

Existence of multiple institutional structures with no clear hierarchy can lead to competition and underperformance rather than to additional checks and balances that enhance efficiency

In villages in which democratically elected structures exist, but they were not mandated to take control over the allocation of aid resources, the distribution proved to be less efficient as compared with villages with just traditional elites. Similarly, in villages ruled by traditional elites where women were asked to be involved in the decision making process such involvement led to a deterioration in aid targeting as assessed by subjective measures and to an increase in embezzlement as compared with traditional villages where no such request was made.

There is some evidence that democratically elected institutions can lower the likelihood of elite embezzlement of resources when they are put in charge of aid distribution

Villages where the elected elites were put in charge of aid distribution outperform villages in which elected institutions exist, but were not put in charge of aid distribution, in terms of better targeting, lower embezzlement and higher participation. There is also some evidence that they outperform villages ruled by traditional elites in terms of better targeting, lower embezzlement and higher participation.

Implementation

To improve governance at the local level in communities that are still governed by traditional elites it is not enough to introduce elected institutions. For those new institutions to work they would have to also be explicitly placed in the lead so as to avoid the inefficiencies caused by tensions and clashes with pre-existing institutions.

Though effective targeting of aid resources is critical, a too intense concern with targeting may lead to oversight of other inefficiencies such as embezzlement. It is
in that latter type of abuse of resources where institutional changes appear to be making the biggest difference in the Afghan context. But stemming embezzlement can be harder than improving targeting as the former directly affects the interests of the elites that are trying to appropriate aid resources for their personal benefit.

The findings of this study are relevant for other contexts in which new governance institutions are introduced alongside traditional ones. Replication of such an experiment would be extremely useful so as to ascertain if the negative effects of the competition between different institutions are specific to the Afghan context or if they generalize to other settings.

**Dissemination**

Given that the existing results are based on preliminary data, we would appreciate it if you could withhold dissemination until we have the finalized database and we can update the working paper, the policy summary and this policy brief.

**Further Readings**
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